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Azam Korhani Kangi, Abbas Bahrampour* to predict the situation properly. It should be added that complicating the issues leads to problems such as nonlinearization equation between produced parameters that traditional methods have no capability to perform and despite of high longevity and easiness of use, error rate of their prognosticating (predicting) is high and have no considerable accuracy (Abdel-Aal, 2006) . Considering the premises such as linearization equation between dependent and independent variables, consistency of error variance, lack of linearization equation and sensitivity of these models to outlier data, we have some limitations, so the new methods such as neural network are used to analyze these issues. These networks Process information exactly as the human brain's processing methods. This method is applicable in problem solving of the methods that have no clearance equation between variable, because without defining the equation between each variable, it can learn the variable equation. Neural networks are composed of many neurons that work together to solve a certain problem and neurons have to exchange information with each other and each neuron has separate weight. In other word, adjusting the input weights of each neuron cause the learning of the whole network. Each neural network is formed by three layers including: input layer that receive information, many hidden layers that receives information from the previous layer and finally the output layer that the results of calculation and responses are placed in it. Learning algorithm is a process that adjusts the network weight. The purpose of the training network is to teach law of work to network in a way that after learning is able to produce the right output for each input (Norusis, 1994) . Network structures are designed as a way to describe neuron connection and estimate network parameters (including weight and bias) by using suitable learning algorithm. Multi-layers perceptron neural networks by minimizing output mean square error and learning algorithm and poster observer-error and is one prevalent to artificial neural network and compared to another networks structures (Hopfield, RBF...) is powerful calculator in prediction and categorization (Kay and Titterington, 1999) .
input of each neuron is obtained from the total weight of previous attached output and then function F comes into this set, so net= ∑ j w ij ×output j +w i W i is the bios of i and reflexes input impact rate on neuron. In this model each connection has a separate weight that can be shown by W ij and would be considered as the rate for connection power of j to i.
Using the Bayesian algorithm is another method for adjusting optimal parameters in neural network that automatically adjust suitable rate for function parameters (MacKay, 1992) . There are many algorithms for weighting and training of neural network which of them the new method is Bayesian algorithm. In Bayesian method, output of the test mode can be obtained from all possible values of neural networks parameters, in other word we have one output for each selection. In Bayesian method one weight class is not efficient but one distribution function would be considered for w and In Bayesian method one weight class is not efficient but one distribution function would be considered for w and all affected weighting to be considered for calculating final output. This method can reduce extra matches (Bishop, 1997) . Bayesian method can be calculated by the following equation
According to the above equation, E D is residual sum of squares and E w is weight sum of squares.
α and β are objective function parameters which are calculated by Gauss-Newton method (MacKay, 1992) .
Although Bayesian neural network are less used in medical issues, but many researches had been done to predict the results of cancers by artificial neural networks and compare these models to old Statistical ones and in regard the following subjects can be mentioned. Zhu et al., (2013) used artificial neural networks and Cox regression models to predict the survival of gastric cancer patients. The findings of their research indicated that neural network model accuracy of 85.3% and the area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) by accuracy of 89% had a better performance than Cox regression by accuracy of 81.9% and Load0deformation curve by accuracy of 82.4%. Biglerian et al., (2010) used an artificial neural network and Viable parametric regression models to predict the survival of gastric cancer patients. The result of their study showed that prognosis level and AUROC for two artificial neural networks and viable models are (79.45% and 81.5%) in comparison to (73.97% and 74.8%), respectively. Their finding indicated that prediction of artificial neural network was better than Viable parametric model Wang et al., (2009) employed neural network and decision Tree to predict hospital cost of gastric cancer patients and their findings showed that absolute error and correlation coefficient of two artificial neural network and decision tree was (116,279 in comparison to 3,424,908) and (0.987 in comparison to 0.806), respectively and the result of their research showed that artificial neural network had a better performance than decision tree to predict hospital costs of gastric cancer patients. Hajizadeh et al., (2010) applied two artificial neural network and Cox regression to predict the survival of the gastric cancer patients. Their findings showed that Prognosis accuracy and AUROC for two artificial neural network and Cox regression models were 81.5, 82.6 in comparison to 72.6 and 75.4, respectively. The result of their research indicated that artificial neural network had a better performance than Cox regression model. Khan et al., (2005) used Bayesian neural network to predict rainfall-runoff Sagoni pond model in Canada. Their finding regarding to the criteria such as R 2 , RMSE, PFC, LFC showed that Bayesian neural network by precision of (0.97, 6.45, 0.09, 0.14) had a high precision and minimal error in predicting runoff ,than artificial neural network by accuracy of (0.95, 8.84, 0.10, 015) (Khan and Coulibaly, 2006) . Fithriasari et al., (2013) employed Bayesian neural network to estimate hourly rainfall. The finding of their study showed that total square Error for Bayesian neural network and feed forward neural network was 2.16 and 2.52, respectively.
The present study aims to analyze the survival of gastric cancer patients and predict the mortality of these patients by two Bayesian neural network and artificial neural network.
Materials and Methods
In this retrospective study 339 patients with positive gastric cancer were studied. Medical records of the patients who were referred to Bahonar and Afzalipoor Hospitals during the year 2001 to 2015 were examined and after registration, patient names were matched with cancer record data related to Kerman City and related mortality data. Used independent variables in this research are age, gender, smoking, addiction to opium, place of living (rural and urban district) , surgical history, chemotherapy history, radiotherapy history, histological grade, cancer staging, Morphology, Metastasis, family history, longevity after dieses diagnosis up to research date. Used dependent Predicting the Survival of Gastric Cancer Patients criteria rate for comparison of two models (Table 4) , it can be concluded that in all compared criteria, Bayesian neural network had a perfect proficiency over artificial neural network.
variables in this research are: patient's survival status that has been coding as Two-state variable with codes zero (0) for death and one (1) for survival. In this study artificial neural network and bayesian neural network were both used to analyze data. In the first step of the modeling process, data were divided in training (70% of patients) and testing (30% of patients) subsets and then the model fitted to all the sample size. To compare subgroups, we used the log-rank test. In the case of education and selecting the proper architecture for network, Models with input parameters were used and some different neuron in hidden layer was processed. Used artificial neural network in the education process was a three layer back propagation neural network by 30 neurons in input layer, 9 neurons in hidden layer and 2 neurons in output layer by using learning back-propagation algorithm and sigmoid activation function with learning rate of 0.01 to 0.4 and momentum 0.8 to 0.95 were. By using approximate Gauss-newton method for adjusting input parameters, for selecting the best structure for Bayesian neural network, the following selection were made: network with 3 hidden layers, selecting middle layer nodes by trial and error method, selecting network with 14 nodes in input layer, selecting 5 nodes in hidden layer, selecting 1 node in output layer. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and AUROC are used to compare the prediction of two models artificial neural network and Bayesian neural network. For analyzing the data, Matlab2011a and Spss 18 software are applicable.
Results
The finding of the study indicated that among 339 patients, 195 patients (57.5%) had passed away and 144 patients (42.5 %) were alive or we were not aware of their survival status. The number of men and women patients was 216 (63.7) and 123 (36.3), respectively. Average survival rate for patients was 21.70 months. Symptoms of the disease in men and women were recognized in the age of 60-70 years old and 70-80 years old, respectively. Table 1 shows real and predicted data by two models. Table 2 shows a descriptive information related to dependent variables. Table 3 shows ANN modeling results of prognostic factors on gastric cancer patient survival. In Table 4 
Discussion
Cancer is one of the important health problems in the world. In Iran, gastric cancer is the mast lethal cancer and the first common cancer in men. Because of delayed diagnosis of the cancer and it being in advanced level, survival of the gastric cancer patients is short. Many studies had been done to analyze the survival of the gastric cancer patient and in this research, we aim to analyze data by using artificial neural network and Bayesian neural network. In the recent years the use of neural network without any premises for predicting of model and prognosis has increased, in this regard many studies had been done in different countries.
According to the study that had been done by Zhu et al., (2013) to predict the survival of gastric cancer patients by using two artificial neural networks and Cox regression, it was found that accuracy of artificial neural network was higher than Cox regression. Wang et al., (2009) done in China, a study by using neural network and decision tree to predict the hospital costs of gastric cancer patients. Their finding indicated that artificial neural network regarding to predicting of hospital cost of gastric cancer patients, had more efficiently than Decision tree.
In the present study we used artificial neural network and Bayesian neural network top predict the survival of gastric cancer patients and the following finding was obtained.
Sensitivity and specificity of artificial neural network and Bayesian neural network were (0.882, 0.903) and (0.954, 0.909), respectively. Accuracy and AUROC were (0.891, 0.944) and (0.935, 0.961), respectively. The findings of this study showed that due to high sensitivity indicator, high specificity, high accuracy and the area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) Bayesian neural network is a preferable model than artificial neural network for predicting and categorizing the survival data.
In conclusion, the findings of this study showed that for predicting the survival rate of gastric cancer, Bayesian neural network is preferable method over artificial neural network and diagnosis at an early age and in primary levels of sickness can long the survival of the patients.
